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meeting & conference
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A little bit about us.

let’s have a seat
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At Nomique we believe that good design should be available to everyone, 
that’s why we design and manufacture quality seating and furniture at an 
affordable price. 

We research and understand the challenges of the evolving and everchanging 
workplace. This helps us to create clever seating solutions that effectively 
support and enhance the work environment and the end user. We specialise 
in seating and offer a wide range of products that cover and connect all 
work areas where people sit down.

welcome

work & concentrate network & brainstorm

relax & break out

wait & welcome

meet & discuss

learn & present
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Team Up
anytime, anywhere Team Up is a clever multi-purpose seating range 

comprising four different models, inckuding a 
stacking chair. The range has been designed to suit 
different areas throughout the workplace. 

Options include a low or high back, two arm 
versions and three different frames. Seat shells can 
be specified as oak veneer or HPL and combined 
with upholstered seat and back pads. Designed by 
Jason Lansdale.

TEAM UP CONNECT

Team Up Connect is a comfortable lounge chair 
fitted with a tablet that can be used either as a side 
table or a writing tablet to take occasional notes. 
Team up Connect is ideally suited for learning 
scenarios, co-working areas or simply break out 
spaces. 

Connect is available as low and high back with 
a polished chrome skid frame. All seat shell and 
upholstery options apply.
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Team Up
anytime, anywhere

TEAM UP RELAX
Team Up Relax is a great addition to any break 
out and open plan space, creating an inviting 
environment for spontaneous catch ups and 
informal meetings between colleagues or 
students.

Choose between skid frame and four 
star pedestal and complete the seating 
configuration with a matching coffee table. 
The Relax  model is available as low or high 
back, arms and all upholstery options.
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Team Up
anytime, anywhere

TEAM UP MEET

Team Up Meet is fitted with a five star swivel base 
with seat height adjustment. This model lends 
itself for meeting and conference rooms. Meet is 
available as low and high back and all upholstery 
options. Specified with oak veneer, back extension 
and upholstery pads on seat, back and arms Team 
Up Meet looks sophisticated and elegant – A great 
choice for executive meeting rooms.
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Team Up
bench system

welcome

TEAM UP MEET

Waiting in style. The Team Up bench system 
ranges from two to five seats. Available with 
back extension, wooden arms and all upholstery 
options. There are two table options to replace 
a seating unit.  A square oak table with rounded 
corners between seats, or a more organic shape at 
the left or right end of  the beam.
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Moka
multi talented

Moka is an elegant multi-purpose chair which can 
be used as a cafe or bistro, meeting, conference, 
breakout or side chair. 

Moka’s sleek but soft profile is available either 
fully upholstered, with an upholstered seat pad or 
just the slim wooden shell. Moka offers a range of 
different frames: Four leg wooden frame, polished 
chrome rod frame, polished chrome four leg, 
polished chrome bar stool frame or swivel five 
star base on castors.  Add slim tubular metal arms 
which are available with a choice of coloured arm 
pads to suit seat shell or upholstery.
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Moka Felt
sustainable tub

Moka Felt is a unique tub chair which gives 
“waste” a second life. The self-supporting seat shell 
is made from recycled PET bottles. The choice 
to use this innovative material is not only good 
for the environment, but it also looks and feels 
great. An additional positive feature is the sound 
absorbing quality.

The tub chair is available in light and dark grey felt 
and fitted with a seat pad. Felt offers a cantilever 
or skid frame as well as a metal or solid beech four 
leg option.

gives 60 PET bottles 
 a new lease of life
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 Teams find better solutions, 
when they share and transfer 

knowledge.

*magic

*

It’s important to pr
ovide 

meeting rooms and 

learning spac
es to ensure 

the right bal
ance between 

privacy and o pen plan.
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Pepi Cantilever
a chair to match

From reception to boardroom Pepi Cantilever, 
with a new and different look, suits a variety of 
environments.

This meeting room chair stacks up to 3 chairs. 
The frame is available in four finishes: Black, satin, 
white or polished chrome. Optional glides are 
available to protect hard or polished floors. The 
new slim profile matches the Pepi and Pepi Mesh 
task chair perfectly.
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Colletta
made for meeting rooms

Simple yet classic – elegant and comfortable, 
Colletta offers a comprehensive range of chairs 
that make the perfect addition to any meeting or 
conference environment.

Colletta combines style and versatility: Choose 
between the more conventional upholstered 
version on a cantilever frame or the mesh back 
version with a cantilever frame, four legs, a four 
star, or a five star base with castors. Alternative 
mesh colours are available.

also available as fully upho lstered
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Axia® Visit
meeting room chair

The Axia Visit is particularly suitable for 
conference rooms, presentation rooms and as a 
visitor chair in workplaces. The Axia Visit offers 
comfortable and ergonomic support, which is 
essential during conferences, meetings and 
presentations. The visitor chair is also available 
as a stackable version, stacking up to three chairs.
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Axia® Invite
meeting room chair

The Axia Invite, a modern addition to conference 
rooms, presentation rooms and a visitor chair in 
workplaces. The style of the Axia Invite fits 
perfectly in the Axia 2.0 task chair collection.
Choose between the cantilever and four leg 
version. The Axia Invite four leg has a modern 
shape featuring a round front leg and a rectangular 
rear leg. Both models offer great quality and 
optimum seating comfort.
   

also available as 
 four leg version
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Array
stacks up

Array is a simple yet functional high density 
stacking chair offering space-saving advantages 
and flexibility to any environment. Array stacks 
up to 40 chairs, two metres high, on a trolley. 
The Array stacking chair is ideal for conference, 
education, meeting or cafeteria environments.

The ergonomically shaped plastic seat and back are 
available in black, blue, grey and white as standard. 
Custom colours are available on request.
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Chipper
versatile and vibrant

Chipper is everything in one: stackable side chair, 
arm chair, upholstered chair, rows of linked chairs. 
Different options and accessories make Chipper 
truly versatile and vibrant. A multipurpose chair 
that adapts to various environments.

Chipper is available in seven different colours with 
a four leg or skid frame in a polished chrome 
finish. Options include upholstery pads, arms, 
glides and linking accessories. The range also 
includes a bar stool and a chair dolly.
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Step
into flexibility

Step is a very flexible and functional chair range 
suitable for a multitude of different environments.

Step is available with four legs, on castors or on 
a cantilever frame which can be specified with a 
black, grey, white or polished chrome finish. The 
three colours are white, grey and black. Each chair 
can be specified with arms and upholstery pads for 
seat and back. The range also incorporates a mesh 
back and an optional writing table which can be 
fitted on either side of the chair. The Step range 
also offers a beam system from two to five seats 
with optional table.

welcome
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Need it digital? Working with you. Feel for yourself.

A copy of this look book, low and 
high resolution images, CAD files 
and more detailed information can 
be found on our website.

www.nomique.com

This look book is an introduction 
into our meeting seating portfolio. 
Don’t just take our word for it, visit 
our showroom or order a sample. 

Experience the real thing.

We want to work with you, share 
our knowledge and give honest 
advice. We are here to assist with 
your project.

So, how can we help?

sales@nomique.com
+44 (0) 1952 585828

Contact us for your co py of 
the Task & Ergonomic or 
Sof t & Landscape Look Book.
Also available on our website!

There is more, 
we can also help with:

Task and Ergonomic Seating

Soft & Landscape Seating

Tables and other Workplace Accessories

sales@nomique.com
+44 (0) 1952 585828
www.nomique.com
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Unit A, Halesfield 14
Telford
Shropshire (GB)
TF7 4QR

01952 585828
sales@nomique.com
www.nomique.com


